Press release: AROA stylishly expanded - sophisticated chrome look and special
edition in gold brown
AROA's standard colour, anodised matt aluminium, will receive two new additions: As additional colour
choices, chrome look and special edition gold brown will also be available. By adding these additional
variants, RIBAG will open up entirely new possibilities for placements and combination possibilities both in
private homes as well as in discerning object areas.

Anodised gold brown aluminium as a special edition colour boasts a warm, earthy tone. This low-key and
sensuous colour is somewhere between gold and brown and unites both contrast and sensuality. It can be
optimally combined with an interior design of wood and leather in every living space.
Chrome look as an additional colour combines well with nearly everything. This rather cool colour tone is
especially suited for use in the bathroom, with mirrors, or in combination with chrome-plated furniture.
The AROA sections are refined in Venice before being carefully built by hand at RIBAG in Safenwil –
available from June 2018.
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About RIBAG
A high level of innovation is the driving force behind the success this Swiss family business has
enjoyed for over 20 years. RIBAG's philosophy is characterised by a pioneering spirit and a passion for
the aesthetics of lighting. The fact that the RIBAG brand has asserted itself for so many years in both
domestic and foreign markets can be attributed to the company’s relentless research in outstanding
lighting solutions for discerning architecture, a unique design and distinctive quality.
For further information and pictures please get in touch with our press responsible, contact below.
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